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Delhi’s administration as the tail wagging the dog 

The Government of NCT of Delhi (Amendment) Bill, 2021 will reduce the 

elected government to a mere vestigial organ. 

Parliamentary democracy:  

1. Parliamentary democracy, with a cabinet form of government, is part of the 

basic structure of the Indian Constitution. Its first article reads, “India that is 

Bharat shall be a Union of States.”  

2. When the Constitution came into force, there were four kinds of States, called 

Parts A, B, C and D States, with the last two being administered by centrally 

appointed Chief Commissioners and Lieutenant Governors, with no locally 

elected Assemblies to aid and advise them. 

Governing Delhi 

1. Delhi, as the National Capital, belonged to the nation as a whole. It was felt 

that if Delhi became a part of any constituent State of the Union, that State 

would sooner or later acquire a predominant position in relation to other 

States.  

2. Second, the need for keeping the National Capital under the control of the 

Union Government was deemed to be vital in the national interest. It was felt 

that if Delhi became a full State, the administration of the National Capital 

would be divided into rigid compartments of the State field and Union field. 

Conflicts would likely arise in vital matters, particularly if the two 

governments were run by different political parties. 

3. Hence, Delhi was initially made a Part C State. Its population then was around 

14 lakh people. In 1951, a Legislative Assembly was created with an elected 

Chief Minister.  

4. However, a prolonged stand-off with the Chief Commissioner, and later the 

Union Home Minister, Govind Ballabh Pant, over issues of jurisdictions and 

functional autonomy, eventually led to his resignation, in 1955.  

5. In 1956, when the Constitution of India was amended to implement the 

provisions of the States Reorganisation Act, only two categories, namely, 

States and Union Territories remained in the Indian Union.  
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6. Delhi then became a Union Territory to be administered by an Administrator 

appointed by the President. The Legislative Assembly of Delhi and the 

Council stood abolished, despite loud protests in Parliament.  

7. Ten years later, the Delhi Administration Act, 1966 provided for a limited 

representative Government in Delhi through a Metropolitan Council 

comprising 56 elected Members and five nominated members. This structure 

continued for many years, with repeated political demands for full statehood 

to be granted to Delhi. 

Reforms in Delhi  

1. In 1987, the Balakrishnan Committee was set up to submit its 

recommendations with regard to the status to be conferred on Delhi. In 1989, 

the Committee recommended that Delhi should continue to be a Union 

Territory but that there must be a Legislative Assembly and Council of 

Ministers responsible to the said Assembly with appropriate powers; and to 

ensure stability, appropriate constitutional measures should be taken to confer 

the National Capital a special status.  

2. Based on this report, the Constitution (69th) Amendment Act and the 

Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi (GNCT) Act, 1991 were 

passed. They roughly restored the kind of governance system that was offered 

to Delhi in 1952: a Union Territory with a Legislative Assembly, a Council of 

Ministers and an elected Chief Minister. This limited reincarnation has 

continued to hold the field to date, despite several efforts to progress to full or 

near-statehood. 

Politics and questions 

1. Between 1991 to date, there have been various instances when the Delhi 

Assembly has been won by a party other than the ruling party at the Centre. In 

an era of mixed but slim mandates, the Delhi government and the Union 

Government have differed, but more often than not found a modus vivendi.  

2. But the Lok Sabha elections of 2014 and 2019 and the Delhi Assembly 

elections of 2015 and 2020, have resulted in huge mandates to personality-led 

governments, from different parties that are seemingly locked in mortal 

combat with each other. 
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3. The ensuing fights lead to constitutional questions on Delhi’s peculiar 

government structure being litigated up to the Supreme Court. A Bench in 

2018 ruled that Parliament envisaged a representative form of Government for 

the NCT of Delhi.  

4. The said provision intends to provide for the Capital a directly elected 

Legislative Assembly which shall have legislative powers over matters falling 

within the State List and the Concurrent List, barring those excepted, and a 

mandate upon the Lieutenant Governor to act on the aid and advice of the 

Council of Ministers except when he decides to refer the matter to the 

President for a final decision.  

5. The Court further ruled that the Constitution has mandated a federal balance 

wherein independence of a certain required degree is assured to the State 

Governments.  

6. As opposed to centralism, a balanced federal structure mandates that the 

Union does not usurp all powers and the States enjoy freedom without any 

unsolicited interference from the Central Government with respect to matters 

which exclusively fall within their domain. 

The remaining issues of governance, especially in the matter of control over Delhi 

government servants, was remitted to two judges of the Court for further 

adjudication. In 2019, there was a difference of opinion recorded in separate 

judgments by the two judges and the matter awaits a hearing before a larger 

Bench. 

The consequences 

1. It is against this convoluted historical and legal background that we must 

assess the Central government’s justification that “In order to give effect to 

the interpretation made by Hon’ble Supreme Court in the aforesaid judgments, 

a Bill, namely, the Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi 

(Amendment) Bill, 2021 seeks, inter alia, to clarify the expression 

‘Government’, ….consistent with the status of Delhi as a Union territory to 

address the ambiguities in the interpretation of the legislative provisions.” 

2. The Bill effectively reduces the elected government to a mere vestigial organ 

and elevates the centrally appointed LG, to the position of a Viceroy with 

plenipotentiary powers.  
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3. Simply put, the elected government in Delhi can do nothing, if the LG does 

not permit them to so do. It provides that, “The expression ‘Government’ 

referred to in any law to be made by the Legislative Assembly shall mean the 

Lieutenant Governor.”  

4. It further provides that “before taking any executive action in pursuance of the 

decision of the Council of Ministers or a Minister, to exercise powers of 

Government, under any law in force in the Capital, the opinion of Lieutenant 

Governor shall be obtained on all such matters as may be specified, by a 

general or special order, by Lieutenant Governor.” 

The implication of the Bill if passed 

1. The population of Delhi which counts among the highest in the world will 

have an unrepresentative administration. It will be ruled by an appointed LG, 

who can only be changed if the rest of the country, decides to change the 

Central government.  

2. There can be no recourse to the ballot box to hold to account an unelected, 

centrally appointed government functionary. It is quite likely that the 

amendment act will end up being challenged in the constitutional courts.  

3. The Supreme Court has already cautioned — “Interpretation cannot ignore the 

conscience of the Constitution.  

 

Of judges, closed probes and the Bar’s omerta 

Citizens ought to be informed of the outcome of an inquiry into serious 

allegations against a future CJI. 

News CJI 

1. On April 24, 2021, Justice N. V. Ramana is to assume office as the 48th Chief 

Justice of India (CJI). As Master of the Roster, Justice Ramana would have 

the sole prerogative to constitute benches of the Supreme Court and allocate 

matters to be heard by these benches.  

2. As a matter of law, he would exercise this power even in cases that concern 

allegations made against him. The importance of the integrity of the person 

occupying such an important constitutional position cannot be overstated.  
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3. Yet, a month before Justice Ramana is to assume office, the public is in the 

dark about the veracity of serious allegations levelled against him by other 

constitutional authorities. 

The allegations 

1. On October 6, 2020, Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy 

addressed a letter to CJI S.A. Bobde alleged that Justice Ramana was 

interfering with the constitution of benches and assignment of matters at the 

Andhra Pradesh High Court in order to ensure that cases concerning the 

opposition party in the State were assigned to favourable benches. There were 

also specific allegations against certain judges of the Andhra Pradesh High 

Court, including the then Chief Justice of the High Court, Justice J. K. 

Maheshwari. 

2. It would be improper to dismiss the accusations of a sitting Chief Minister 

against the future CJI as the insinuations of a disgruntled litigant. Given the 

high constitutional offices embroiled in the controversy, the allegations at a 

minimum deserve a thorough, expeditious and transparent inquiry.  

3. The Supreme Court, though, has turned institutional inscrutability into high 

art. On December 14, 2020, the Supreme Court collegium that included Justice 

Ramana recommended the transfer of Chief Justice Maheshwari from the 

Andhra Pradesh High Court to the Sikkim High Court.  

4. The collegium’s tendency to resort to transfers in order to avoid the 

uncomfortable exercise of inquiring into allegations of alleged judicial 

misconduct is so common that one would be forgiven for mistaking it for a 

constitutional prescription.  

5. There is no information as to the reasons for the transfer of Justice Maheshwari 

to a much smaller High Court in the wake of Mr Reddy’s allegations. 

The in-house procedure 

1. This episode serves as a reminder of the inadequate, self-fashioned rules that 

govern inquiries into judicial misconduct.  

2. The ‘in-house’ procedure devised by the higher judiciary in 1997 is riddled 

with shortcomings, including its absolute insulation from the external gaze, its 

lack of prescriptions as to timelines for completion of the inquiry, and the 
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absence of any requirement to disclose the pendency or results of the inquiry 

(including to the complainant).  

3. The procedure confers wide discretionary powers on the CJI. Interestingly, it 

also does not contemplate a situation in which allegations may be levelled 

against the CJI.  

4. Sheltered by this in-house procedure, the Supreme Court has avoided having 

to officially respond to the allegations against Justice Ramana, or share 

information regarding the existence or status of an inquiry into them.  

5. Given Justice Maheshwari’s hasty transfer and the fact that there is just a 

month before Justice Ramana is to assume office, the irresistible conclusion is 

that the court would rather not apply its judicial mind to this task. 

Lack of transparency 

In August 2017, Justice Chelameswar (then a senior Supreme Court judge) had 

addressed a letter to the then CJI Khehar regarding an “unwarranted intimacy” 

between Justice Ramana and the then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, 

Chandrababu Naidu. The concern was that Justice Ramana and Mr Naidu had 

rejected certain candidates for elevation to the Andhra Pradesh High Court on 

identical (but specious) grounds. Despite a senior judge voicing concerns 

regarding a colleague on the bench, there was no information about the initiation 

of an inquiry, let alone its result. 

Two possible outcomes 

1. There are two possible conclusions to an inquiry into Mr Reddy’s letter: that 

he has falsely accused several members of the higher judiciary, including the 

second-most senior judge of the Supreme Court, of misconduct; or that the 

future CJI and other High Court judges have abused their positions.  

2. Either outcome requires firm institutional responses. Should Mr Reddy’s 

allegations prove to be baseless, his letter would constitute an attempt to use 

his constitutional office to interfere in the administration of justice and he 

ought to face criminal contempt proceedings. 

3. Should the allegations against Justice Ramana and other senior members of 

the higher judiciary be found to be credible, the in-house procedure requires 
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that the CJI evaluate whether the misconduct warrants the removal of the 

judge from office or not.  

4. In the former event, the judge(s) may be asked to resign. Only in the event of 

a judge refusing to resign would steps be taken to withdraw judicial work and 

communicate the finding of misconduct to other constitutional functionaries 

(the Prime Minister and President) for appropriate action (and a possible 

impeachment).  

5. If the CJI considers that the misconduct does not warrant the removal of the 

judge, the CJI may “...advise [the judge] accordingly”, and the report of the 

committee that conducted the inquiry may be “placed on record.” It is unclear 

what “placed on record” means. But what is certain is that this report is not 

available to the public. 

Indian citizens, as a matter of right, ought to be informed of the outcome of such 

an inquiry given the institutions and authorities involved, well before Justice 

Ramana takes office as CJI. Yet, the Supreme Court – that repeatedly proclaims 

its commitment to preserving public trust in the judiciary – appears to be moving 

at a glacial pace in response to Mr Reddy’s letter, and also deems it unnecessary 

for the public to be informed of the status or outcome of an inquiry. The mantle 

falls upon the public to declare to constitutional authorities that citizens of 

democracies deserve better than a self-serving, non-transparent in-house 

procedure that is founded on the presumption that the CJI is above suspicion. 

 


